
 

Mumbai based unprofessional Hindustani dubbing voice over expert, Joe B Carvalho, has dubbed more than 300 Hindi films in
his career. Recently the man dubbed the latest Hollywood blockbuster, ‘Eldorado’. And if you’re not convinced of his skills yet,
you need to watch this unboxing video where he talks about the wonders of the newly released LG G3. He’s also known for
dubbing ‘The Hangover Part III’ and TV shows like ‘Breaking Bad’ and ‘Boardwalk Empire'. Clearly he sounds like a pro! This
article is all about Joe B Carvalho, who dubbed movies in Hindi 720p. His dedication and hard work has paid off and he is now
a well-known voice over artist among Hindi film industry. In this article we will talk about Joe B Carvalho, who dubbed movies
in Hindi 720p, his name in the industry and how he Dubbed Movies In Hindi 720p. You will also know his career in the film
industry and how he became a voice over for movies. Joe B Carvalho drives to dubbing studios from Mumbai everyday in his
white Maruti 800. He spends most of the time going from one Hindi dubbing studio to another in search of a job that will pay a
decent amount. His first dubbing was the song 'Hum To Mere' for the movie 'Badhaai Ho'. He got his first 5 years of dubbing
experience in his hometown of Kolkata. After which he finally shifted to Mumbai. His work is very personal for him. He
doesn't enjoy dubbing, but if it's working for some project, he doesn't mind doing some hard work. He also has an interest in
acting and sports. He wants to act if he gets chance and play some sports before acting career takes off. He claims that he is not
a scientist; neither does he know physics well; instead, he's a story teller who "brings life into dictionaries. He is famous for his
"Walla E" (voice) and "Khalish" (dubbing) skills. He dubs the lines only once and goes on to fix mistakes in the dubbing studios.
Some of the movies that he has dubbed include: "Badhaai Ho", "Aarakshan", "Eldorado", and much more!

Joe B Carvalho is a well-known voice over expert and his hard work and dedication means that he's now very popular in the
Hindi film industry. He now dubs millions of rupees worth of movie plans every month as well as dubbing all those commercial
projects, TV shows, advertisements, trailers and much more. He's also featured in many YouTube videos. He dubbed for the
movie 'Eldorado'. He dubbed for the movie 'Badhaai Ho' along with Gajraj Rao. He also dubbed other movies like 'The
Hangover Part III' and TV shows like 'Breaking Bad' and 'Boardwalk Empire'. There’s a lot of people who messaged Joe on
Twitter, Facebook, Google Plus etc. about his ‘Hangover 3’ dubbing work.
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